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Baker, Gill, and Solovay could achieve their result with direct diagonalization. At stage s in the diagonalization, the situation for machine with index s is decided permanently. For stronger separation results, e.g., immunity, the technique of slow diagonalization is needed. At stage s all machines with index up to s are considered and a decision is made for at most one of them. This technique is somewhat more complicated, but by far not as complicated as a finite injury argument which was needed by Homer and Gasarch [S] , to obtain the simultaneous separation of NP(A) from both P(A) and EXP,(A). It seems that stronger separations need more complicated construction methods. On the other hand, reducing the power of the oracle set seems to require more hidden arguments. In all cases the recursive oracle set was found after the RE oracle set had been constructed.
In the present paper we will show by diagonalization the existence of an oracle set A relative to which NP has a set which is both NP-simple and immune to relativized P. In addition A will be a recursive set. In view of the historical remarks above it will perhaps not surprise the reader that a rather complicated approach seems inevitable.
PRELIMINARIES
We assume an enumeration (~p;)~~ (u of the clocked polynomial time bounded oracle machines, and an enumeration ($i)iGw of the clocked deterministic polynomial time bounded oracle machines. Here oracle machines are four tape Turing machines with an input tape, an output tape, a work tape, and a query tape. Oracle machines have three distinguished states QUERY, YES, and NO which are explained as follows: At some stage(s) in the computation the machine may enter the state QUERY and then goes to the state YES or goes to the state NO depending on the membership of the string currently written on the query tape to a fixed oracle set which is a subset of (0, 1 }*. Associated with these enumerations we assume enumerations (@i)isw and (lyi)iECO of their respective time bounds.
All languages are subsets of Z *, where Z = (0, 1). The complement .Z*-L of language L will be denoted by L". Elements of C* are called strings and are denoted by the small greek letters C, r, . . . . The notation ((~1 stands for the length of the string 6, and by (or we will denote the concatenation of the strings cr and r. We will assume an ordering on Z* which is induced by w by stripping the first bit of every number represented in binary. The successor of CJ will sometimes be denoted by e + 1.
A string r~ is recognized by machine cp, ($,) iff there exists an accepting computation of (pp (tip) on input e of length less than or equal to @,( ((~1) steps (Ug( Ial) steps). The set of strings recognized by cp, relative to oracle A is called the language of (Pi, and is denoted by q,(A). We will assume that there exists an ordered encoding of computations in which an encoding of an accepting computation of cp, on input rr relative to oracle A is always smaller than an encoding of a rejecting computation of qPe on input 0 relative to oracle A. Now the notation vo,(A; 0) (+,(A; 0)) stands for the least computation of qp,($,) on input D relative to oracle A in the presumed ordering. With the enumeration we define relative to oracle set A the relutiuized complexity classes: P(A) = {$,(A) / e E u} and NP(A) = eEo}. We generally define the notions simplicity and immunity as DEFINITION 1. A set L E Z* is immune to a class of languages C G 2=' iff IL1 is infinite and there is no L' E C such that (L'I is infinite and L' EL. 
NP
In this section we will construct a recursive oracle A such that NP(A) has a set which is both NP(A)-simple and P(A)-immune. First we must have a so-called test language L(X). That is a language for which we will construct an oracle set A such that L(A) has the desired properties. We propose the following test language for all oracles X: L(X) = {4Wbl=l I d G an 07 E X)}. Clearly L(X) is an NP(X) language for any oracle X. Moreover, L(X) has the nice property that extension of the oracle by one string adds only one new string to L(X). Inserting many strings locally into the oracle set means that the language locally becomes very thick, which is needed to acquire the simplicity property, and inserting few strings locally into the oracle results in a locally very thin language, which is needed to acquire the immunity property.
At this point we will try to give a coarse intuitive description of the diagonalization method in hopes that the reader, armed with this understanding, will have more ease with the reading of the formal description of the method to come.
The diagonalization method needs to fulfill two types of requirements. First it needs to add strings to the language L to enforce the nonempty intersection of L with any infinite NP set, and, second, it needs to avoid adding strings to the language which may cause a P set to grow infinitely within L. To satisfy these requirements the method has two options of approach, one of which is sometimes forced. It can either, by adding some string to the oracle, demonstrate a nonempty intersection of the language at hand with either L or its complement, or it can, by avoiding the addition of certain strings, keep the language at hand finite. For an ever growing set of indices, the second approach must be implemented as long as the first approach fails.
Our diagonalization method starts at stage 0 with an empty oracle set A, = Qr (and hence an empty language L(A,)). At following stages s + 1, it searches for a string (T in C* such that adding this string to the oracle set at the next stage (A,+, = A, u (c} ) establishes the nonempty intersection of cp@(A,+,) and L(A,+,)
for some index e (say t~q~(A,+~)n L(A,+,)). If 1cr is sufftciently large this can be done by standard techniques. Expansion of the oracle set at stage s + 1 must be done carefully since there are two possible consequences of such an expansion which may cause the method to fail certain requirements. First it may happen that r E $,.(A,+ ,), and if this situation occurs often enough for some e' then t,+,(A) E L(A) may be infinite. Second, since A,Y+, I>,~, it may happen that Zlr'~cp~.(A,+,)-cp,.(A,) for some pair (e', r'), and of course if z' > (T', then the method will find T' at some later stage; but this does not necessarily have to be the case. The first obstacle is easily overcome by observing that for sufficiently large z the string (T can be chosen such that r E $,(A,+ r) iff r E +,.(A,) and hence that, by a simple priority construction, machines behaving as described can be defeated by the first approach. The second obstacle forces the method to "look back" after the change to the oracle has been made to see if a new requirement can be satisfied by adding a new (smaller) string 0' to the oracle. However, we must take care that this "looking back" does not go too far, since for smaller strings rr' we do not necessarity have that z' E $,(A,u a') iff t' E $,(A,) or u'oyse that r E I1/,(A,V+, u a') iff 5 E $,.(A,+ 1). It is, however, easy to observe that avoiding the second obstacle only implies a backward search involving all string v for which @J IvJ ) 2 )c). Moreover, a simple priority argument shows that it suffices to consider only those e' which are smaller than e. Hence if 4, is a polynomial such that r,(x) > G,(u) for all e' Ge, and i, is a polynomial which maximizes [,(t,(r,(...))) (e times iterated), we can easily see that consecutive backward searches starting with A,y+, = A, u {u} will only involve strings which have length greater than or equal to min{x 1 i,(x) 2 loI>.
After fulfilling one or more requirements at some stage s + 1 we wish to preserve the fulfillment of these requirements for all subsequent stages. A standard way of achieving this is by installing a border b,, I and taking care that at subsequent stages no string of length less than or equal to b,, , is added to the oracle. In this way for any index e the outcome of the computation of (pe(ee) is fixed for all inputs 7 for which Gi,( 121) d b,, , ( Yv,( 1~1) < b,, ,). In our case this border presents a third obstacle for diagonalization in the sense that the "gap" between JzJ and b,, I may con-tain some strings which are not considered as a candidate member for the language. Hence in addition to a backward search, the method must also perform a forward search on all strings which have length less than or equal to 6, + 1.
In fact this situation is a bit more complicated as we must ensure that a backward search at the next stage (s+ 2) does not reach back beyond b s+ i, which implies that all strings of length less than or equal to [,(b,; ,) have to be examined in a forward search. As in the case of a backward search, repetition of forward search may be necessary, but a priority argument guarantees the finiteness of such a repetition. In fact since only polynomials are involved in setting the boundary and the repetition of forward searches is bounded by e, there exists a polynomial /?, such that if z is the first string considered as a candidate for the language at stage s + 1, then the largest string examined in subsequent forward searches will have length not exceeding jr( IT.)). As 7 itself is of length less than or equal to [,( Jv( ), where v is the smallest string considered in backward searches, we find that there must exist a polynomial xc such that xJlv/) >/?c(jrj). It is this polynomial relation which ensures that as in the case of ordinary diagonalization, in spite of a stage consisting of many interwoven backward and forward searches, we acquire the property for the diagonalization that T E +,(A,+ ,) if and only if 7 E $,.(A,). Since for fixed e we can impose the condition on ItJ that (let m = 1~1, and n =j3e(lfl)): 2" > e x (CiGp Y',(n) + max{Qi(n) I i< e}). Then on e different strings of length less than or equal to n, all deterministic machines with index <e together cannot query all available strings of length m' where m'3 m. Moreover, there is no nondeterministic machine with index <e that can query all available strings of length m' on input of e different strings of length n, (allowed, of course, is one specific computation on each of these strings). This is in fact the crucial observation which gives the algorithm "room to diagonalize." We will get back to this point in Fact 5 below.
The final observation we want to make before starting the formal part of the construction is that forward and backward searches may be merged. Instead of first performing a backward search and then performing a forward search we may compute at some substage of stage s + 1 a search window in which we search for a requirement of higher priority to be satisfied. This probably does not alter the construction essentially. However, we think that it simplifies the intuition, and it certainly helps to clean up the proofs.
To specify the polynomial relations mentioned above we define the following border computing polynomials:
(1) Let k(e) be the least natural number > 1 such that
(2) For m, n E w and fixed e define inductively:
(3) For n, eEw let fmin(e,n)=min{m(<,(e,m)>nn).
(4) For m, n E w and fixed e define inductively:
(5) For n, e E o let fmax(e, n) = [,(e, n).
(6) Finally, for n, e E w let fsat(e, n) = min m 1 <,(e, n) < m and 2rmi"(e~m' > e x ( ;ze yAfmax(e, ml) + max{Qi(fmax(e, m))l i<e} I .
An informal interpretation for these functions is as follows: Suppose at stage s + 1 we wish to satisfy a requirement with index e by adding a string cr to the language at this stage. We know that:
(1) fmin(e, loI) g ives minimal length of strings consequently examined in searches.
(2) fmax(e, 101) gives the maximal length of strings consequently examined in searches.
(3) If 1~1 >fsat(e, b) for some b, then fmin(e, Ial)> b and not all strings of length fmin(e, 1~~1) are queried during a set of <e x (e + 1) computations simulated at substages of stage s + 1.
We will now present the construction: A set of indices POS, is maintained to represent the positive requirements corresponding to NP(A) languages (we call requirements positive because they require expansion of the oracle to be satisfied). Likewise a set NEG, is maintained to represent the negative requirements corresponding to P(A) languages. At each stage s + 1, a new index s is added to both sets. Initially A, is empty, and the border of stage 0 is set to 0 (b,). Whenever a positive requirement P, is found which has the possibility of being satisfied, then an attempt is made to expand A, accordingly. Stage s + 1 then consists of <e substages at which forward and backward searches are performed. If 3eEPOS, and 3a~Z* such that a6qr(A,) and fsat(e,b,)<lal <s Then
Step 1: Let e, be minimal in POS, with this property and uO the corresponding u. Proof: An index can only be removed if it is added at a previous stage, and this happens for index e not before stage e + 1. Hence any s + 1 for which e E POS, -POS, + i must be greater than e + 1. The only index added to POS,, 1 at stage t + 1 is index t for which t > s > e. 1 Proof If e E POS, -POS, + 1 (e E NEG, -NEG,T+ i) then (cf.
Step 4): 3fl~ve(A,+I)nUA,+1) (3aEICI,(A,+l)nL(A,+,)c); moreover, bs+l is set to a value of at least @,(\a\) (Y,(lal)), which ensures that this fact is maintained for all following stages. 1 (e, m) ) + max{Qi(fmax(e, m)) 1 i < e}) then 2rmi"cr'3n) > e' x (CiGe. Y,(fmax(e', n)) + max{ @Jfmax(e', n)) 1 i < e'}) for any e' < e and any n >, m.
Proof. By definition of fmin we have for fixed e that <,(e, fmin(e, m)) am for any m. By definition of fmax for fixed e and arbitrary n: [,(e, n) = fmax(e, n). Hence we see that the polynomial p,(x) = i,(e, c,(e, x)) has the property that p,(fmin(e, x)) > fmax(e, x) for any x. Moreover, p,.(x) <p,(x), where e' de by definition of k(e). So by simple "exponential vs polynomial growth" once we have that: The final observation to be made is our "there's room to diagonalize" observation, Fact 5. It follows from the properties of fmax and fmin described in Fact 4. Proof: Since the desired length of ~~ is 2 x lci( it s&ices to show that there can be no substage i at which 1 Y,+ r) n J.? > 221"'1. We first derive that there is an upper bound on the length of strings cri considered at any substage i.
Recall that fsat(e, n) is the minimal m such that:
(1) L(e,n)<m (2) 2 fmin(e*m'>ex ((Cicr Yi(fhlaX(e, m))) + max{ Qi(fmax(e, m)) ( i<e}).
Since all bs,> b, and pll e,< e0 we have by Fact 4 that in Step 3 whenever S,(bsi+ ,) < Iv1 then consequently Iv1 2 fsat(e, bs,+ 1). Hence at each substage i we find that maxi+, d {,(bsi+ ,). From the definition of fmax we can now easily infer that there can be no substage i at which maxi+ 1 >fmax(e,, /sol). Hence any cri+, will have length <fmax(e,, loo/) (since by definition, nkCe) + k(e) also maximizes 2 [oil).
We can now derive an upper bound for ( Yi+ , (. For notation let E = e,; I = e,. Now at substage i we have that:
(1) IY'I a,<, yji(lOil) BC;G~ ~',(fmax(E, l@ol)) (2) IY'I ~',(la,l)~max{~~i(fmax(&, bol))lj<~) So since there are no more than e, substages we have that:
On the other hand, there can be no substage i at which Ioil < fmin(s, loo/) as can be easily seen from the computation of mini+, in
Step 3 and the definition of fmin. So for all substages i we have that 2'"l' 3 2rmi"(E~~uo')> ] Yi+ I1 which was to be proven. 1
Now we show first that no infinite P(A) language can be entirely within W 1. We can also show that positive requirements are satisfied if the corresponding machines recognize an infinite language. In Lemmata 2 and 3 we will first show that if a given positive requirement has the possibility of being satisfied infinitely many times, then it will eventually be satisfied. LEMMA 
I" the diagonalization algorithm enters
Step 2 at the ith substage of stage s + 1 with e = ei, then for at least one requirement e' de in POS, v NEG, the algorithm will remove e' from POS, or NEG, (i.e., e' 4 POS, + 1 n NEG, + , ) in Step 4 of the same stage. (1) Xn+l= X, (i.e., no extra string will be added to the oracle) or (2) I,+, =)X, (i.e., at least one extra string will be added to the oracle).
In case 1 there is an e' < e such that e' E NEG, -NEG, + i, since grn must have been recognized by t+Q,,(As u X,,,) and certainly no string queried in the corresponding computation will be in any A f for t 2 s + 1 if it is not already in A, u X,. Moreover, b, + , >2x Ia,1 ensures that a,$L(A,+,); and in case 2 at least one of the positive requirements is satisfied, since the accepting computation is always protected by Y* whenever a new Xi+ , is computed. 1 ProoJ: Assume the contrary. Then there must exist an infinite sequence of stages (si+ l),,, at which the diagonalization enters Step 2 in the ith substage with ei = e (here i depends on sj). According to Lemma 2 in Step 4 of each of the stages s, + 1 at least one of the requirements {P,. 1 e' 6 e} u {N,. ( e' < e} is removed from either POS or NEG. Since there are only finitely many indices e' < e, at least one of these indices must be removed an infinite number of times, contradicting Fact 1. l In Lemmata 4, 5, and 6 we present two possible "types of behaviour" for NP(A) languages. There are strings in these languages only arpund the border or (worse) before the border for all but finitely many stages. Or there are the (more friendly) type of languages which have strings far beyond the border. The first type is discussed in Lemma 4, the second type in Lemmata 5 and 6. It turns out that both types of languages are "caught" by the diagonalization. Proof: Assume an infinite sequence. At all stages where b,, , > 6, the diagonalization algorithm must have entered Step 2 at least once and consequently have removed an index from either POS or NEG in Step 4. Only finitely many indices can be less than e. We may therefore assume the existence of a stage s + 1 at which no requirement with higher priority than P, can be satisfied. Without loss of generality we assume that C'E cp,(A, u X,) for all Jo i. If not, then there is a maximal j such that g E cp,(A, u X,) -cp,(A, u X,-1) and 1013 mini+ 1 for this substage. Now we take i =j. Since by assumption any index e' removed from POS or NEG in
Step 4 is greater than e, we have for the last substage of stage s + 1, say the nth substage that max,,, amax(fsat(j, b,+,)lj,<eO} 2 101, since e,,>e by assumption.
(Recall that 6, + 1 = bs, + 1 and hence that max,, 1 > fsat(e, b,, ,).) By Fact 3 there is a k with i< k ,< n such that min,, , < I4 Gmaxk+l and at this substage P, is the least requirement which fits the conditions of Step 3 and will consequently be in POS, -POS, + 1. Proof: Assume an infinite sequence. As in Lemma 4 there are only finitely many stages in this sequence at which requirements with higher priority can be satisfied. Hence without loss of generality we may assume that no requirement of higher priority can be satisfied at stage s + 1.
There are two cases:
Then e is the least index which satisfies the conditions of Step 1. So according to Lemma 3 and the assumption of an infinite sequence this case can occur only finitely many times.
Case 2. IqI > s. Since fsat(e, b,, ,) >fsat(e, b,) and hence b,, 1 #b, we have that at least one requirement is satisfied at stage s, and hence the diagonahzation algorithm must have entered Step 2 at least once. Let (e', t) be the pair satisfying the conditions of Step 1 when Step 2 is first entered. Since 1 tl < s, we have that 1~1 < 1 (rl. Since by assumption we also have that e' > e, we have that maxi+, > fsat(e, bsi+ r) for all substages i.
First we argue that (r E cp,(~I,~ u Xi) for all substages i of stage s + 1: Suppose the contrary then since (T E cp,(A s+ ,), there is a substage j (w.1.o.g. maximal)
such that u E cp,(A, u X,) -pe(A, u X,_ r). Consequently I4 >mh,+, and infinite occurrence of this situation is defied by Lemma 4. Now if ItI < 1~~1 then 1~1 >min, and since jcrj dfsat(e, b,s+,), we get exactly the same result, namely the existence of a substage k with 0 <k< n such that min, + I < jcr and infinite occurrence of this situation is defied by Lemma 4. We must conclude that Case 2 can also occur only finitely many times and that an infinite sequence as presumed cannot exist. [ For given index e and ZC w let (s(j) + 1 )jE, be the set of stages for which @I and @ hold. We will show that 111 < co.
For each Jo Z, let osoj+, be such that (Vt>s(j)) [cry cp,(A,)] and Icsoj+ r) 2 fsat(e, b,,j,). There are two cases: Now it is time to show that the types of languages discussed in Lemmata 4, 5, and 6 are indeed the only types of infinite NP(A) languages. This is done in Lemmata 8 and 9. First we feel that it is time to state an important property of the oracle set. Proof: @ A is recursive. First we have by construction for any s that A $+, 2 A, so "t E A" is an RE predicate. We will show that 6, moves to infinity with s. As can easily be inferred from the construction and the definitions of fsat and l, there are no strings of length less than or equal to 6, in 4, 1 -A, for any s. Hence "r #A" is also an RE predicate.
Suppose that for all but finitely many s: b, + I = 6, = C for some constant C. Consider the language L= (gl 101 > C}. Evidently L is an NP(A) language represented by some positive requirement P, and P, is never satisfied. L certainly has elements o with (~1 > fsat(e, 6,) and hence Step 2 of the diagonalization algorithm will be entered with e, < e when stage t + 1 = Icr( + 1 is reached, since at least one of the requirements in POS, @ A is infinite. Suppose A is finite say max{ (TI 1 z E A ) < C for some constant C, and let L, P, be as in part (IJ. Now by the proof of part (IJ, b,+bs+l for an infinite number of stages s + 1 and, by Lemma 2, at least one requirement must be satisfied at each stage s + 1 where b, # b,, , (since Step 2 must be entered to achieve this). Since there are only finitely many e' <e there is an infinite sequence of stages T such that b, # b,, , for t + 1 E T and e' > e for e' an arbitrary index of a requirement satisfied at stage t + 1. Consider the first t + 1 in this sequence where 6, > C. W.1.o.g. we may assume that fsat(e, 6,) < t (else Step 2 cannot be entered), and since TORENVLIET AND VAN EMDEBOAS L has strings 7 with fsat(e, b,) < 151 < t follows that Step 2 will be entered with e, = e. Now since no requirement of higher priority can be satisfied at this stage we find that r E L(A,+ i ), from which it follows that A,, , will haveastringoflength2xlzl>jzl>,b,>C. B By Lemma 6 there can only be finitely many of these stages s + 1 at which e E POS,. Case 2. There is an infinite sequence S = (gi)iEw s.t. Sr q,(A) and ~(u~+,)>~(o~).
Define X= {oESI lcrl >fsat(e, bp,(,,)} and Y=S-X. Since ISI = 00 we have that 1x1 = cc or ) Y1 = co. But if (XI = GO then {~(a) + 1) o E X} is an infinite sequence of stages satisfying condition @ of Lemma 6, and hence there can only be finitely many of these stages P(Q) + 1 at which e is in POS,,,,. If on the other hand ) YI = cc then we have an infinite sequence of stages ~(0) such that bpcoj # brcaJ+ 1 by definition of S, and @( loI) > min{ 171 (7 From the lemmata presented above we may now infer:
THEOREM.
There exists a recursive oracle A such that NP(A) has a language which is both simple and P(A)-immune.
CONCLUSIONS AND RELATED WORK
While separation results in the unrelativized theory are very scarce, relativized separation results become stronger and more numerous. Most (if not all) separation results in the relativized theory are obtained by method of diagonalization, and most of the results obtained by diagonalization could be obtained by standard slow diagonalization. In this paper we have presented a very complicated diagonalization method with which a very strong separation between relativized P, NP, and co-NP could be achieved. Complicated as it may seem, the method presented in this paper is also a method which can be classified as a slow diagonalization method. In fact there is some evidence that all separation results that can be achieved for classes of languages recognized by resource bounded Turing machines by diagonalization, can also be achieved by slow diagonalization.
The need for a finite injury priority argument in recursion theoretical results probably emerges from the fact that it is unpredictable if the calculation of machine i on input 0 will halt successfully in a finite number of steps. Therefore one should always be prepared to undo certain actions taken for requirements of lesser priority. In complexity theory we do not have this threat hanging over our heads. Given an index of the machine and an input, we can compute the yes or no answer by finite simulation. In relativized complexity theory, although actually the oracle set is unknown beforehand, the set of possible oracles that can have an influence on the outcome of a computation on input (T is finite.
In contrast to the situation in recursion theory we are therefore able to compute the outcome of a computation on input 0 by simulation and are able to predict the existence of a possible extension of the oracle relative to which the computation will be accepting. In fact the only infinite aspect on the techniques used in this setting is "keeping quiet" the machines which will not "byte." That is, for machines for which no positive witness string can be found for the separations, the corresponding recognized language must be kept finite, and for certain machines this burden must be dragged along for an infinite number of stages. Diagonalization methods having this property have been called forcing methods [ 161, and though rudimentary, this aspect is also visible in the dragging along of deterministic machines of higher priority at all stages in the present example. On the other hand, satisfying requirements at infinity or by defect, as is essentially done in forcing methods, can certainly also be interpreted as slow diagonalization.
It has been stated before that "If P could be separated from NP, then this can be done by diagonalization"
[lo, 123. In view of the discussion above we conjecture that "If P could be separated from NP, then this can be done by slow diagonalization," which makes life a lot easier. The classes P and NP form the bottom level of the polynomial time hierarchy [ 141, which is just a resource bounded analog of Kleenes [9] arithmetical hierarchy. Yao [ 171 has shown that there must exist an oracle such that this hierarchy is infinite relative to this oracle, though a constructive method to obtain such an oracle has not yet been found. The first constructive separation results extend to the second level of the hierarchy and were obtained by Baker and Selman [2] . The strongest separation results coincidentally also extend up to the second level and appeared in the first author's Ph.D. thesis [ 151. It is still an open problem if strong constructive separation results can be obtained for higher levels in the hierarchy, and it is our conjecture that this is not the case.
